A dramatic drop in the number of students taking up chemistry in British universities could be seen as both a crisis for the institutions and a career opportunity for those undergraduates who stay the course. A report delivered to the UK government last month highlights a 16% fall in students starting a chemistry degree between 1995 and 2000 -although overall graduate numbers rose by 12% in the same time period.
The figures prompted one former organic chemist, Brian Iddon, now a member of parliament who sits on the Science and Technology Select Committee, to claim that the supply of student chemists has "collapsed" (see Nature 416, 777; 2002) . But is the same true for demand? Industrial indicators say not. Synthetic organic chemists are still much in demand by pharmaceutical companies, and if the buzz over nanotechnology gets louder, inorganic chemists could see their employment opportunities increase.
The academic indicators are less comforting. Britain's Royal Society of Chemistry has already placed a dozen university chemistry departments on the endangered list. Such a move will not send a positive message to students considering a career in chemistry -especially if they are academically oriented.
So what can be done? For a start, biology professors could mention that students interested in that field may want to consider chemistry as a good starting point -there would be less competition, and strong biochemistry skills are less likely to go out of fashion than molecular-biology techniques. Chemistry professors, meanwhile, could recruit students by following the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's lead and broadcasting the news that plenty of exciting scientific challenges remain in an increasingly unpopulated field. 
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